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Foreword 
 
The latest estimates of the CBCS indicate that economic growth was uneven in the monetary 
union during 2019. While real GDP contracted by 1.9% in Curaçao, Sint Maarten recorded an 
expansion of 5.5%. The development in inflation also diverged between the two countries. In 
Curaçao, the inflation rose from 2.6% in 2018 to 2.8% in 2019. Meanwhile, in Sint Maarten, the 
inflation eased to 1.8% in 2019 after peaking at 2.7% in 2018.   
 
Both domestic and net foreign demand caused the real GDP contraction in Curaçao in 2019. All 
components of domestic demand fell, but the decline was most pronounced in private 
consumption on the back of lower disposable income due to the higher inflation and a worsened 
labor market. Meanwhile, public consumption dropped as the government took measures to 
reduce the outlays on goods & services and wages & salaries to lower the fiscal deficit. In 
addition, both private and public investments went down. Net foreign demand contracted due to 
a decline in exports, moderated by lower imports. A sectoral assessment reveals that Curaçao’s 
real GDP contraction was attributable mainly to a decline in real value added in the transport, 
storage & communication, manufacturing, construction and wholesale & retail trade sectors, 
moderated by growth in the restaurants & hotels and financial intermediation sectors. 
 
Sint Maarten is on a path of economic recovery following the devastation that Hurricane Irma 
caused to the country’s production capacity in 2017. Sint Maarten’s economic expansion in 2019 
was driven by increased domestic and net foreign demand. The growth in domestic demand 
stemmed from both private and public spending. Private spending rose by more investments, 
particularly reconstruction activities. In addition, private consumption was supported by the 
improved labor market. Meanwhile, the increase in public spending was driven by higher 
government consumption while investments remained muted. The positive contribution of net 
foreign demand to GDP growth was the result of an increase in exports, moderated by higher 
imports. The rise in exports reflected primarily the robust growth in the number of tourists that 
visited Sint Maarten in 2019. A sectoral assessment reveals that Sint Maarten’s economic 
expansion was driven by increases in the manufacturing, utilities, construction, wholesale & retail 
trade, restaurants & hotels, transportation, storage & communication, financial intermediation, 
and real estate, renting & business activities sectors.  
 
On the fiscal front, the government of Curaçao took several measures to improve the public 
finances. On the revenue side, the government worked on improving tax compliance and 
collection. Also, the government increased the excises on tobacco, liquor, beer and wine, and the 
sales tax rate on imports from 6% to 9% as of September 1st, 2019. Furthermore, expenditures 
on particularly goods & services were reduced. Hence, according to the latest projections, the 
government will register a balanced current budget in 2019. In Sint Maarten, the deficit on the 
current budget is projected to decline as a result of an increase in government revenues, 
moderated by higher expenditures. However, the government still needs liquidity support to 
finance its deficit and comply with its financial obligations.  
 
Growth is projected to remain uneven in the monetary union in 2020. In Curaçao, real GDP is 
projected to contract by 2.3% caused by a decline in domestic demand, moderated by an increase 
in net foreign demand. In particular, the introduction of a general consumption tax (i.e., ABB) 
will affect domestic demand. However, if the refinery closes on January 1st, 2020, the contraction 
will be deeper and reach 5.2%. For Sint Maarten, a real expansion of 3.0% is forecasted driven 
by an increase in domestic demand. However, a decline in net foreign demand will put a drag on 
growth. Risks to the outlook include a further deepening of the crisis in Venezuela and a possible 
increase of sanctions on Venezuela. Furthermore, the future of the refinery, de-risking efforts by 
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domestic banks, delays in the implementation of structural measures, policy uncertainties and 
political instability could affect the outlook for the monetary union.  
 
Dr. B. Traa 
President a.i. 
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Curaçao 
 
Developments in 2019 
 
According to preliminary figures, Curaçao’s real GDP contracted by 1.9% in 20191, a slightly 
slower contraction than in 2018. Meanwhile, consumer price inflation rose to 2.8% in 2019, 
reflecting mainly increases in food and electricity prices. 
 
Figure 1. Curaçao: economic growth and inflation 

 
*2019 is projection of the CBCS. 
 

An analysis of GDP by expenditure shows that the economic contraction in 2019 was caused by 
a decrease in both net foreign and domestic demand. Net foreign demand declined as the 
decrease in exports exceeded the lower import bill. Exports dropped largely due to lower 
production at the Isla refinery, fewer activities in the harbor, and less air transportation activities 
provided to abroad, moderated by more tourism and ship repair activities. Imports dropped 
mainly because of lower construction services and materials imported from abroad related to 
fewer investment projects. Domestic demand contracted as both private and public spending 
dropped. Private spending went down because of lower private consumption and investment. 
Consumer spending dropped as a result of, among other things, a decline in disposable income 
because of the higher inflation and a worsened labor market. Furthermore, public spending 
decreased because of declines in both government investment and consumption. Public 
consumption dropped as the government spent less on goods & services and wages & salaries to 
reduce the fiscal deficit. 
 
A review of GDP by sector shows that the decline in private sector activities during the first half 
of 2019 was attributable mainly to the transport, storage, & communication, manufacturing, 
construction, and wholesale & retail trade sectors, mitigated by an increase in the activities in the 
restaurants & hotels and financial intermediation sectors. 
 

                                                           
1 This projection includes the increase of excises on tobacco, liquor, beer and wine, and the sales tax rate on imports 
from 6% to 9% as of September 1st, 2019. In addition, the projection assumes that the Isla refinery remains open 
throughout 2019 but its real value added drops by 20% compared to 2018 and will be at the minimum level needed 
to comply with its operational expenses including the payment of salaries.  
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Real value added in the transport, storage & communication sector declined in the first half of 
2019, although at a slower pace than in the first half of 2018, as a result of a significant decline in 
harbor activities moderated by an increase of the airport-related activities. The poor performance 
of the harbor was caused by a sharp decline in the number of oil tankers related to the lower 
production at the Isla refinery. By contrast, increases in container movements and the number of 
freighters and cruise ships piloted into the port mitigated the contraction in the harbor. 
Meanwhile, airport-related activities increased due to the higher numbers of passenger arrivals, 
departures and transit passengers. Also, the number of commercial landings rose. By contrast, air 
transportation services fell as the other local carriers did not fill the gap left by the closure of the 
domestic carrier InselAir in February 2019. 
 
Real output in the manufacturing sector shrank in the first six months of 2019, reflecting mainly 
a decline in refining and trading activities by the Isla refinery. The refinery has been performing 
far below its capacity since January 2018 due mainly to a lack of crude oil as a result of, among 
other things, the international embargo against the Venezuelan oil company PDVSA. In contrast, 
more ship repair activities mitigated the drop in the manufacturing sector. Meanwhile, the 
construction sector also posted negative results, due mainly to a decline in public investments, 
particularly the completion of the new hospital.  
 
The wholesale & retail trade sector shrank in the first half of 2019 due to the decline in domestic 
spending mitigated by an increase in activities at the free zone and more tourism spending. 
Furthermore, real output contracted  in the utilities sector as a result of a decline in electricity 
production, mitigated by more water production. 
 
Contrary to the other sectors, the restaurants & hotels and financial intermediation sectors 
contributed positively to GDP in the first six months of 2019. All  main indicators of the 
restaurants & hotels sector increased during the first half of 2019, i.e., the number of stay-over 
visitors, the number of visitor nights, the occupancy rate, the number of cruise tourists, and the 
number of cruise calls. In addition, all focus markets recorded double digit growth, specifically 
the North American, European, Caribbean, and South American markets. The growth in the 
North American market was caused by an increase in the number of visitors from the United 
States and Canada. The expansion in the European market was driven largely by increases in the 
number of visitors from the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. Meanwhile, the South 
American market performed well because of more visitors from Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, 
and Surinam. The Caribbean market also recorded double digit growth figures as more visitors 
came from the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Trinidad & Tobago. Furthermore, the number 
of visitor nights recorded double digit growth. Meanwhile, cruise tourism grew, albeit at a slower 
pace compared to the first six months of 2018, as reflected by increases in the number of cruise 
calls and cruise passengers.  
 
The positive contribution of financial intermediation to real GDP during the first half of 2019 
was the result of an increase in real value added by the domestic financial services mitigated by a 
decrease in international financial services. The increase in domestic financial services reflects 
higher net interest income and other fees and income by the commercial banks. Meanwhile, 
lower wages & salaries and other operational expenses indicated the decline in the international 
financial services sector. 
 
The fiscal position of the government of Curaçao improved by NAf.80.0 million during the first 
nine months of 2019 compared to the same period of 2018. The government turned the deficit 
of NAf.39.1 million recorded on the current budget up to the end of September 2018 around 
into a surplus of NAf.40.9 million up until the end of September 2019. This turnaround was 
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caused mainly by an increase of NAf.62.9 million in government revenues, combined with a 
decrease of NAf.17.1 million in expenditures. Revenues went up mainly as a result of more tax 
proceeds (NAf.54.3 million), particularly from sales tax (NAf.19.9 million), wage tax (NAf.14.0 
million), and excises (NAf.13.3 million). The increase in tax revenues mainly reflects the ongoing 
efforts to improve tax compliance in Curaçao. Nontax revenues also contributed to the increase 
in revenues due mainly to a windfall in withholding tax grants related to the BRNC tax 
arrangement between the Netherlands and Curaçao.2 
 
Expenditures, on the other hand, dropped due to less spending on goods & services (NAf.16.7 
million), transfers & subsidies (NAf.3.1 million) and wages & salaries (NAf.2.7 million) during 
the first three quarters of 2019 compared to the same period in 2018. Almost half of the decline 
in goods & services spending was due to a reclassification of NAf.7.1 million in spending on 
education, sport, and social security to the item “non-profit institutions”. Transfers & subsidies 
decreased due to, among other things, less spending on early retirement. 
 
According to the latest projections,3 the government of Curaçao expects a balanced current 
budget at the end of 2019 following the deficit of NAf.58.5 million registered in 2018.4 This 
improvement stems from an increase in government revenues (NAf.34.4 million) combined with 
a decline in expenditures (NAf.24.1 million). Revenues are projected to go up mainly as a result 
of higher tax proceeds, while expenditures will drop mainly because of fewer outlays on transfers 
& subsidies.  
 
Figure 2. Curaçao: development in the public finances 
 

  
*Note: 2019 is a projection.  
Source: FMR of the government of Curaçao and projections of the CBCS.  

 

                                                           
2 As part of the BRNC (Belastingregeling Nederland-Curaçao) tax arrangement, all withholding tax collected on 
dividends paid by Dutch companies to their parent companies in Curaçao is transferred to the government of 
Curaçao. 
3 Source: Financiële Management Rapportage, September 2019, of the government of Curaçao. 
4 Source: Financiële Management Rapportage, May 2019, of the government of Curaçao. 
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The debt-to-GDP ratio of the government of Curaçao will fall to 51.9% at the end of 2019, 
down from 52.8% at the end of 2018. The decline in the outstanding public debt is the result of 
a drop in the domestic debt component only, because the foreign debt component is expected to 
increase. The drop in the domestic debt component is due primarily to declines in the 
outstanding arrears towards the public pension fund, APC,5 and the social security bank, SVB. 
However, the foreign debt component rose due to the issuance of a bond loan in January 2019. 
As a result of the standing subscription arrangement, this issuance was allocated entirely to the 
Dutch State.  

Outlook 2020 
 
Following a projection of 3.0% in 2019,6 the weakest growth rate since the global financial crisis 
in 2008, global economic growth is expected to accelerate slightly to 3.4% in 2020. 7  This 
improvement reflects a growth pickup in the emerging market & developing economies 
mitigated by a further slowdown in the advanced economies. However, risks to the global 
economic outlook for 2020 are tilted to the downside and include, among other things, a further 
escalation of trade and geopolitical tensions, a worsening of financial market sentiment, and a 
surge of international oil prices due to supply disruptions.  
 
Both the United States and the Netherlands, two of the main trading partners of Curaçao and 
Sint Maarten, are projected to grow at a slower pace in 2020.8 In the United States, real GDP 
growth is projected to weaken from 2.4% in 2019 to 2.1% in 2020. Private consumption and 
investment will increase at a slower pace as the support of the fiscal stimulus package is gradually 
fading. Furthermore, increased trade tariffs will put a drag on private sector investment and 
export growth. However, the strong labor market conditions will continue to support consumer 
spending.  
 
Economic growth in the Netherlands is expected to decline from 1.8% in 2019 to 1.6% in 2020 
as the worsening of the external environment will weaken export growth and affect business 
confidence and investments. Meanwhile, private consumption will increase sustained by higher 
disposable income and public demand will grow because of expansive fiscal policy by the Dutch 
government.9 Meanwhile, the deep economic crisis in Venezuela - an important trading partner 
of particularly Curaçao - is projected to continue. 

The Bank has calculated two growth scenarios for Curaçao’s GDP in 2020 (see Table 1): 

1. The first scenario, i.e., the baseline scenario, assumes that the refinery will remain open 

in 2020 but its value added will be at the same level as in 2019, which is the minimum 

level needed to meet the operational expenses including the payment of salaries. 

Furthermore, the government will introduce a general consumption tax (Algemene 

Bestedingsbelasting or ABB) as of April 1, 2020 of 15% that will replace the current 

turnover tax (omzetbelasting or OB). 

2. The second scenario assumes the closure of the refinery as of January 1, 2020 and the 

introduction of a general consumption tax of 15% on April 1, 2020. 

 

                                                           
5 The government agreed a partial settlement of arrears accrued up to December 2018 through the transfer of 
ownership of two government buildings. In addition, a payment arrangement was agreed for the remaining arrears. 
6 IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2019. 
7 IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2019. 
8 IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2019. 
9 CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, Macro Economic Outlook 2020, September 2019. 
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Table 1. Curaçao: growth scenarios 
 Scenario 1  

(baseline) 
Scenario 2 

 Refinery continues, ABB introduced 

on April 1, 2020. 

Closure of refinery, ABB introduced 

on April 1, 2020. 

GDP growth -2.3% -5.2% 

Inflation 4.0% 4.0% 

2020 projections of the CBCS. 

 
Compared to the outlook presented in August 2019, the growth estimate in the baseline scenario 

has been revised downward to -2.3%. Meanwhile, inflation is expected to surge to 4.0% in 2020, 

primarily because of the introduction of the general consumption tax of 15% in April.  

In the baseline scenario, the decrease in domestic demand will surpass the increase in net foreign 

demand. The drop in domestic demand is caused by decreases in private and public spending. 

Private investment will decline in real terms as the growth in investments in the tourism and 

utilities sectors is not enough to compensate for the higher inflation. Private consumption will 

decline because the higher inflation will erode consumers’ purchasing power. Also, the worsened 

situation in the labor market will put a drag on private consumption. Public consumption will 

decline reflecting, among other things, austerity measures to reduce the wage bill and the outlays 

on goods & services. By contrast, public investment is projected to increase by investments in, 

among other things, the infrastructure.  

In contrast, net foreign demand is projected to contribute positively to real GDP because, in real 

terms, imports will decline at a faster pace than exports. The real contraction in exports largely 

reflects the appreciation of the real exchange rate as a result of the introduction of the general 

consumption tax. By contrast, foreign exchange receipts from tourism and ship repair activities 

are expected to increase. Despite more tourism demand, imports will decline due largely to less 

merchandise imports by the wholesale & retail trade sector because of lower domestic spending.  

Scenario 2 assumes the closure of the refinery as of January 1, 2020 and the introduction of the 

ABB as of April 1, 2020. As a result, real GDP is projected to decline 5.2% in 2020 while the 

inflation will rise to 4.0% 

In this scenario, the decrease in domestic demand will surpass the increase in net foreign 

demand. The drop in domestic demand is caused by decreases in both private and public 

demand. Private investment will be affected by the closure of the refinery and a decline of 

investors’ confidence to start new projects, mitigated by planned investment projects in the 

tourism and utilities sectors. Private consumption will decline considerably as a result of an even 

more worrisome labor market situation due to the approximately thousand laid off refinery 

workers and eroded purchasing power from the higher inflation. Public consumption will decline 

because of the austerity measures by the government.  

In contrast, net foreign demand is projected to contribute positively to real GDP because 

imports will decline at a faster pace than exports. Exports will decline in real terms reflecting an 

appreciation of the real exchange rate. Foreign exchange earnings from refining will drop while 

receipts from tourism and ship repair activities will increase. Imports will decline due to less 
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domestic demand and less construction material and services imported because of fewer private 

investments.  

Risks to the 2020 outlook are tilted to the downside. The ongoing economic and humanitarian 
crisis in Venezuela remains a downside risk to the economy as the rising number of refugees may 
increase risks that Curaçao cannot handle on its own (e.g., diseases and crime  rate). The 
economic crisis in Venezuela and a possible expansion of international sanctions against this 
country may further affect the activities in key sectors of the Curaçao economy such as the 
refinery, harbor, and financial services. 
 
Finding a solution for the future of the refinery is also very important as it affects private 
consumption and investors’ confidence. The continuation of the refinery will contribute to more 
economic stability in terms of value added and employment. Apart from the 5.2% real economic 
contraction in case of the closure of the refinery, emigration and brain drain will have long-term 
effects on the population and the labor force. 
 
Furthermore, the de-risking of local clients by domestic banks can put a drag on the economy in 
2020 as it affects local businesses and cross-border transactions, thereby increasing 
macroeconomic uncertainties.  
 
Other risks to the outlook include delays in the implementation of structural measures in the 
labor and capital markets, and the reduction of administrative barriers that hinder economic 
recovery.  
 
Sint Maarten 
 
Developments in 2019 
 
According to the Bank’s estimates, Sint Maarten’s real GDP expanded by 5.5% in 2019, a robust 
turnaround compared to the 6.6% contraction in 2018 brought on by Hurricane Irma. The 
expansion came on the back of a sharp rebound in both stay-over and cruise tourism arrivals. 
Meanwhile, inflation eased in 2019, largely because of a deceleration in the prices of consumer 
goods and a decline in energy prices. The decline in energy prices was consistent with the drop in 
international oil prices.  
 
An expenditure analysis of Sint Maarten’s GDP reveals that the estimated economic expansion 

in 2019 was driven primarily by a sharp increase in domestic demand along with a rise in net 

foreign demand. Domestic demand rose because of increases in both the private and public 

sectors. Private investments rose as reconstruction efforts continued in addition to, among other 

things, new projects in the Maho and Mullet Bay areas. Meanwhile, private consumption 

increased due to the improved labor market, particularly in the tourism sector as hotels and other 

tourism-related businesses reopened. In addition, public consumption increased because of 

higher disbursements on goods & services. However, public investments remained muted due to 

financial constraints. Net foreign demand rose because of an increase in the export of goods and 

services mitigated by higher imports. The improved export performance reflected primarily 

higher foreign exchange earnings from the return of tourism activities. Likewise, imports rose as 

a result of construction-related services as well as increased imports by the wholesale & retail 

trade sector of Sint Maarten, in line with higher tourism spending and the rise in private 

consumption.  
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Figure 3. Sint Maarten: economic growth and inflation 

 
*Source: estimates of the CBCS 
 

An analysis of  the production side of  GDP shows that the positive turnaround in Sint Maarten’s 
real GDP during the first half  of  2019 was supported by increased economic activities in both 
the private and public sectors, buoyed by the surge in stay-over and cruise tourism arrivals. The 
positive contribution by the public sector was primarily the result of  higher turnover taxes 
collected. 
 
Nearly all economic sectors experienced a positive turnaround in the first half  of  2019 following 
the sharp contractions in 2018 caused by Hurricane Irma’s severe damage. Activities in the 
manufacturing, utilities, construction, wholesale & retail trade, restaurants & hotels, 
transportation, storage & communication, financial intermediation, and real estate, renting & 
business activities sectors grew compared to the first half  of  2018. 
 
Construction activities accelerated in the first half  of  2019. The sector’s real value added grew 
mainly due to ongoing reconstruction activities and new projects, such as condominiums in the 
Maho and Mullet Bay areas, among other things. There were, however, no major public projects 
started in the first half  of  2019 as they awaited the necessary financing arrangements.  
 
Real value added growth in the manufacturing sector in the first half  of  2019 was attributable 
largely to an increase in ship repair activities after many yachts, including mega-yachts, returned 
to private marinas in the Simpson Bay Lagoon and docks in Philipsburg harbor for the start of  
the 2019 yachting season.   
 
In addition, activities in the utilities sector rebounded sharply in the first half  of  2019. Both 
water and electricity production increased as demand from major consumers, such as hotels and 
other tourism-related businesses, along with households, rose significantly after their repair and 
re-opening for business.  
 
Likewise, the transport, storage, & communication sector rebounded significantly in the first half  
of  2019 largely due to a surge in stay-over arrivals and an increase in cruise tourism. Activities in 
the sector turned around and rose steeply, due mainly to the partial re-opening of  the main 
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terminal building at the Princess Juliana International Airport, enabling it to handle higher 
volumes of  passengers than in 2018, along with a rise in harbor-related activities. Sint Maarten’s 
domestic carrier, Winair, also experienced growth, in line with the sharp overall rise in total 
passenger traffic. Harbor-related activities increased in line with the rise in the number of  cruise 
ships, tankers, and freighters piloted into the harbor. 
 
The robust turnaround in activities in the wholesale & retail trade sector in the first half  of  2019 
came largely on the back of  increases in both domestic consumption and tourism spending as 
stay-over and cruise tourism arrivals rose and the labor market improved.     
 
Furthermore, real value added in the restaurants & hotels sector rebounded markedly as regular 
economic activities returned with the rise in tourism arrivals and as major tourism-related 
infrastructure, such as large hotels, reopened. Stay-over arrivals surged in the first half  of  2019 
compared to 2018, largely because of  better airport operational capacity and the gradual increase 
in hotel room inventory. Stay-over arrivals from all of  Sint Maarten’s main travel markets rose 
sharply, albeit still below pre-Irma levels in absolute terms.10  
 
Meanwhile, cruise passenger arrivals at the A C Wathey Cruise & Cargo Facilities increased in the 
first half  of  2019, mainly due to, among other things, the recovery of  tourism-related attractions 
and activities, such as shore excursions and the reopening of  retail shops in Philipsburg.  
 
As a corollary to the sharp uptick in stay-over and cruise tourism arrivals, the real estate, renting, 
& business activities sector also experienced a positive turnaround in the first half  of  2019, 
including the timeshare sector and the many companies that cater to the industry.   
 
Finally, the financial intermediation sector contributed positively to Sint Maarten’s real GDP in 
the first half  of  2019, because interest income of  the domestic commercial banks increased at a 
faster pace than interest expenses, and fees and other income rose mainly as a result of  more 
bank transactions. 
 
The fiscal position of  Sint Maarten improved considerably during the first half  of  2019, as the 
current budget deficit dropped by NAf.42.8 million compared to the first half  of  2018. The 
improvement in the current budget was the result of  an increase in revenues (NAf.38.6 million) 
combined with a decline in expenditures (NAf.4.2 million). The higher revenues were driven 
primarily by more tax earnings, especially from turnover tax, wage tax, and profit tax. 
Additionally, the government of  Sint Maarten received more income from concessions & fees 
and licenses. Income from licenses went up due to higher proceeds from construction and 
business licenses during the first six months of  2019. Meanwhile, the fall in expenditures was 
caused primarily by less spending on goods & services (NAf.2.3 million), particularly the 
maintenance of  buildings, and social security (NAf.1.1 million).  
 
The government expects a current budget deficit of  NAf.47.1 million in 2019,  an improvement 
compared to the NAf.90.2 million deficit recorded in 2018. The improvement in the fiscal 
position stems from higher government revenues surpassing the increase in expenditures. 
Revenues are expected to improve primarily as a result of  more tax revenues, while expenditures 
will rise mainly by more spending on goods & services. The government expects to receive 
liquidity support from the Dutch government to cover the budget deficit of  2019. 
 
  

                                                           
10 The year-on-year change in stay-over arrivals reflects a percentage change. In absolute terms, stay-over arrivals 

remained below pre-Irma levels. 
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Figure 4. Sint Maarten: development in the public finances 
 

 
*Note: 2019 is a projection. 
Source: estimates of the CBCS, the Financiële Concernrapportage/Uitvoeringsrapportage, tweede kwartaal 2019 of the government of 
Sint Maarten. 

 

Sint Maarten’s total outstanding public debt will increase in 2019 because of a rise in the foreign 
debt component while the domestic debt component is expected to decline. The increase in the 
foreign debt component was attributable to the issuance of a bond loan in May 2019 that was 
allocated entirely to the Dutch State under to the standing subscription arrangement. Also, the 
Dutch State provided a bridge loan to Sint Maarten for the reconstruction of the airport. The 
domestic debt is expected to decline due to the settlement of outstanding arrears towards the 
social security bank, SZV, and the public pension fund, APS. As the increase in the nominal 
GDP surpasses the rise in the public debt, Sint Maarten’s debt-to-GDP ratio is projected to drop 
to 41.6% in 2019 from 43.1% recorded in 2018.  
 

Outlook 2020 

 
Real GDP in Sint Maarten is projected to grow by 3.0% in 2020 driven by an increase in 
domestic demand. The outlook is predicated on the assumption that the number of cruise 
tourism arrivals will contract in 2020 due to a variety of factors, such as increased regional 
competition and fleet redeployment by the major cruise lines. Private investments will increase as 
a result of, among other things, the start of the second phase of reconstruction of the airport, the 
construction of a new 400+ room hotel in Philipsburg, and other ongoing projects. 
Notwithstanding higher inflation, consumer spending will rise as a result of, among other things, 
higher employment. Public investments will also increase due to the planned construction of the 
new hospital. Furthermore, public consumption is projected to rise.  
 
In contrast, net foreign demand is projected to put a drag on real output growth because imports 
will increase at a faster pace than exports. The increase in exports will be driven mainly by 
growth in tourism arrivals, in particular stay-over arrivals. In addition to the higher tourism 
demand, imports by the wholesale & retail trade sector will increase because of the higher 
domestic spending and more construction-related materials and services imported from abroad. 
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Meanwhile, inflation is expected to increase to 2.5% in 2020, in line with the forecast rise in the 
US inflation rate, Sint Maarten’s main trading partner. 11 
 
Nevertheless, a lack of clear policy direction caused by political instability can trigger hesitation 
with potential investors, both domestic and foreign. Coupled with the unknown outcome of the 
January 2020 parliamentary elections, a high degree of uncertainty may still surround large 
projects. Further delays will hamper Sint Maarten’s economic recovery. In addition, a real GDP 
slowdown in Sint Maarten’s main tourism markets, such as the United States, may adversely 
affect the tourism sector.  
 
Monetary union 
 
Balance of payments developments  
 
According to estimates of the Bank, the current account deficit of the balance of payments of 
the monetary union rose further in 2019 compared to 2018. The higher deficit is caused by a 
decline in net current transfers, moderated by an increase in the net export of goods and services 
and an improvement of the income balance. The decline in net current transfers from abroad 
reflects primarily lower inflow of funds related to claims of local insurance companies to pay 
their clients in Sint Maarten whose properties were damaged by the hurricanes in 2017, as most 
of these claims were settled in 2018.  
 
Meanwhile, the net export of goods and services rose as a result of an increase in exports and 
lower imports. The growth in exports is attributable mainly to more foreign exchange revenues 
from tourism in both Curaçao and Sint Maarten. In addition, revenues from ship repair activities 
in Curaçao went up, following the expansion with two floating docks in 2018 that increased the 
island’s shipyard capacity. However, the growth in exports was moderated by a decline in the 
foreign exchange revenues from refining activities, bunkering activities and international financial 
services in Curaçao. The revenues from refining activities (i.e., the refining fee) shrank in 2019 
due to lower production at the Isla refinery. Meanwhile, the decline in receipts from bunkering 
activities was consistent with the drop in international oil prices and volumes sold in 2019. The 
contraction in international financial services reflects primarily less trust services provided to 
abroad.  
 
The lower import bill is attributable to a decline in the import of goods & services in Curaçao. In 
particular, oil imports dropped related to a decline in international oil prices and lower volumes 
sold. Furthermore, the import of construction services declined due to less maintenance work at 
the Isla refinery and the construction of the hospital reaching its final stages. Also, merchandise 
imports by the manufacturing sector went down reflecting lower activities at the refinery. In Sint 
Maarten by contrast, the import of goods & services went up in line with the reconstruction 
activities taking place on the island. In particular, more construction services were acquired from 
abroad to restore key infrastructure that was damaged by the hurricanes in 2017. Furthermore, 
despite a decline in international oil prices, the oil import bill rose. By contrast, merchandise 
imports by the wholesale & retail trade sector dropped after a surge in 2018 to restore 
inventories that were lost by the hurricanes.  
 
The income balance improved as a result of an increase in labor income earned from abroad and 
more interest received on foreign investments. Furthermore, interest paid to foreign investors 

                                                           
11 IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2019. 
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dropped. An increase in dividend payments to foreign shareholders moderated, however, the 
improvement of the income balance.  
 
External financing into the monetary union rose in 2019 and, consequently, worsened the 
International Investment Position (i.e., the monetary union’s external balance sheet or IIP). The 
increase in external financing reflected a worsening of the loans & credits, portfolio investment, 
and direct investment balances.  
 
The loans & credits balance deteriorated due to, among other things, a decline in foreign 
deposits of residents of Curaçao and Sint Maarten. In addition, the net trade credit balance 
deteriorated as a result of an increase in trade credit received on imports. However, a decrease in 
nonresidents’ deposits in the monetary union, mitigated the deterioration of the loans & credits 
balance.  
 
The worsening of the portfolio investment balance was caused by the issuance of bonds by the 
governments of Curaçao and Sint Maarten that were purchased entirely by the Dutch State 
because of the standing subscription agreement. However, this deterioration was moderated by 
an increase of investments in foreign bonds and notes by local commercial banks and 
institutional investors.  
 
The direct investment balance deteriorated as a result of, among other things, the acquisition of 
the state-owned telecommunication company of Curaçao, UTS N.V., by the foreign 
telecommunication company Liberty Latin America. Also, the increase of liabilities of local 
companies towards their foreign parent companies and the investment in real estate by 
nonresidents in Curaçao and Sint Maarten contributed to the deterioration of the direct 
investment balance. Meanwhile, according to preliminary figures, net capital transfers into the 
monetary union dropped in 2019 because of a decline in the transfer of funds by the World Bank 
from the Sint Maarten Recovery, Reconstruction and Resilience Trust Fund for the financing of 
reconstruction projects. As the external financing and capital transfers were not sufficient to 
cover the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments, gross official reserves 
dropped by an estimated NAf.259.5 million in 2019.  
 
Figure 5. Monetary union: development of the current account balance as a percentage 

of GDP           

 
*2019 is projection of the CBCS. 
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As depicted in Figure 5, the current account deficit as a percentage of GDP of the monetary 
union rose from 19.9% in 2018 to 20.5% in 2019. The high current account deficit needs to be 
addressed through structural reforms in both Curaçao and Sint Maarten. Meanwhile, the external 
financing as a percentage of GDP rose from 13.5% in 2018 to 16.0% in 2019 and, thereby, 
worsened the International Investment Position (IIP).  
 
According to the estimates of the Bank, the import coverage dropped from 3.7 months in 
December 2018 to 3.6 months in December 2019. This was caused by a decline in gross official 
reserves moderated by lower imports. The average import coverage for 2019 is projected at 4.1 
months, down from 4.2 months in 2018. (See Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6. Monetary union: development in the import coverage 

 
 
Monetary developments 
 
As a result of the gradual reduction in the amounts of certificates of deposit (CDs) offered at the 
biweekly auctions since mid-August 2017, there were no outstanding CDs anymore by the end of 
2018 and the auctions were temporarily suspended. However, in light of the downward trend in 
gross official reserves and the import coverage, the Bank decided to tighten its monetary policy 
by offering CDs again in both guilders (NAf.) and US dollars to the commercial banks through 
bi-weekly auctions as of mid-August 2019. As a result, the outstanding amount of CDs rose to 
NAf.110.0 million up to November 2019.  
 
Meanwhile, the Bank kept the reserve requirement unchanged at 18.00%. The amount of 
required reserves stayed, on average, at almost the same level as in 2018.  
 
In addition, on January 1, 2019, the Bank increased its official interest rate, the pledging rate, 
from 2.00% to 2.50%. This was the third increase since the historical low level of 1.00% that was 
effective from December 29, 2008. The previous increases took place on March 20, 2017 and 
March 27, 2018. The Bank took these steps following the upward adjustments in the US federal 
funds rate and its impact on international interest rates and, hence, domestic money market rates. 
In light of the monetary policy tightening in the second half of 2019, the Bank did not follow the 
recent reductions of the Fed funds rate.  
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Up to September 2019, loans extended to the private sector in the monetary union expanded by 
3.0% on an annual basis. In Curaçao, total loans grew by 4.4%, the result of increases in business 
loans (16.1%)12 and the “other” loan category (94.7%). By contrast, outstanding mortgages (-
8.6%), and consumer loans (-1.1%) contracted. In Sint Maarten, private credit extension dropped 
by 1.1% due to declines in all the loan categories. Mortgages and business loans declined by 0.2% 
and 3.3%, respectively. The “other” loan category contracted by 35.1%, while consumer loans 
dropped slightly by 0.1%.  
 
Outlook 2020 
 
The Bank calculated two scenarios for the balance of payments in 2020. If the Isla refinery 
remains open13, the current account deficit of the monetary union will drop from 20.5% of GDP 
in 2019 to 19.5% of GDP in 2020. The lower deficit is caused primarily by an increase in the net 
export of goods and services mitigated by a worsening of the income and current transfers 
balances. The net export of goods and services is projected to increase because of a rise in 
exports, moderated by higher imports. The gain in exports reflects mainly the projected increase 
in tourism activities in both Curaçao and Sint Maarten over the course of 2020. In particular, 
foreign exchange receipts from stay-over tourism and activities that cater to stay-over tourism in 
both countries are projected to increase. Moreover, more earnings from ship repair activities in 
Curaçao will contribute to the gain in exports. However, a decline in the revenues from refining 
and the related transportation activities in the harbor of Curaçao will dampen the growth in 
exports. Furthermore, foreign exchange earnings from bunkering activities will drop on the back 
of a projected decline in international oil prices. Meanwhile, the import bill will rise due to, 
among other things, an increase in the import of construction material reflecting ongoing 
investments in Curaçao and reconstruction activities in Sint Maarten. Furthermore, the wholesale 
& retail trade sector in Sint Maarten will import more merchandise supported by the projected 
increase in domestic spending. In Curaçao, however, merchandise imports by the wholesale & 
retail trade sector will drop as a result of the introduction of the general consumption tax, ABB, 
that will reduce consumer spending. In addition, more construction services will be acquired 
from abroad in Sint Maarten related to the reconstruction of key infrastructure that was damaged 
by the hurricanes in 2017. The increase in the import bill will be moderated by a decline in oil 
imports caused by a projected decline in international oil prices.  
 
The income balance is projected to deteriorate in 2020 caused primarily by a decline in interest 
earned on foreign investments. Meanwhile, the worsening of the current transfers balance is 
caused by a decline in current transfers received from abroad, moderated by lower current 
transfers paid to abroad.  
 
If the refinery closes on January 1st, 2020, the deficit on the current account of the balance of 
payments of the monetary union is projected to reach 21.4% of GDP. The higher deficit will be 
caused mainly by a decline in the net export of goods and services as export growth will lag 
behind the rise in imports. Compared to the previous scenario, export growth will be less 
pronounced because of the loss of the refining fee earnings and the revenues from activities in 
the harbor that are related to the refinery.  
 
Capital transfers into the monetary union are projected to increase in 2020 because of the inflow 
of financial aid from the Netherlands through the World Bank for the reconstruction of Sint 
Maarten. As the external financing and capital transfers will be insufficient to cover the deficit on 
the current account in 2020, gross official reserves will drop further but the import coverage will 

                                                           
12 Part of the increase was due to a reclassification from mortgages.  
13 It is assumed that the foreign exchange earnings from refining activities will be 20% lower than in 2019.  
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remain above the target of 3 months. If the refinery stays open, the average import coverage is 
projected at 3.5 months in 2020 while, if the refinery closes by January 1st 2020, the average 
import coverage will be 3.3 months. 
 
Finally, the Bank will continue the tightening of its monetary policy as long as the gradual decline 
in official reserves and the import coverage persists.  
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APPENDIX 

 
Table 2. Economic key figures Curaçao 
(in millions NAf.) 
 

 2016 2017 2018 2019* 2020* 

Real economy      

 
     

GDP  5,588.9 5,578.7 5,599.0 5,649.4 5,745.4 

Nominal growth (%) -0.9 -0.1 0.4 0.9 1.7 

Real growth (%) -1.0 -1.7 -2.2 -1.9 -2.3 

Inflation (%) 0.0 1.6 2.6 2.8 4.0 

 
     

Public finances      

 
     

Budget balance (cash basis) 15.9 -116.8 -58.5 0.0 0.0 

% GDP 0.3 -2.1 -1.0 0.0 0.0 

 
     

Public debt 2,245.3 2,889.1 2,956.9 2,859.2 3,024.4 

% GDP 45.5 51.8 52.8 50.6 52.6 

Domestic 257.1 542.8 618.3 459.7 459.7 

% GDP 4.6 9.7 11.0 8.1 8.0 

Foreign 2,288.3 2,346.3 2,338.6 2,399.5 2,564.7 

% GDP 40.9 42.1 41.8 42.5 44.6 

 
     

Monetary      

 
     

Private credit extension (annualized growth %) ** -1.1 2.4 2.5 4.4  

  Consumer loans 1.6 4.5 0.5 -1.1  

  Mortgages -1.4 -1.7 -3.0 -8.6  

  Business loans -2.9 7.6 8.4 16.1  

  Other  8.7 -18.6 14.9 94.7  

* Projection CBCS  
** 2016 compares December vis-à-vis July and 2019 is annualized per September.  
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Table 3. Economic key figures Sint Maarten 
(in millions NAf.) 
 

 2016 2017 2018 2019* 2020* 

Real economy 
 

    

 

     

GDP 1,913.9 1,864.1 1,791.4 1,922.2 2,027.9 

Nominal growth (%) 0.5 -2.6 -3.9 7.3 5.5 

Real growth (%) 0.4 -4.8 -6.6 5.5 3.0 

Inflation (%) 0.1 2.2 2.7 1.8 2.5 

 
     

Public finances      

 
     

Budget balance (cash basis)  26.4 -72.4 -90.2 -47.1 -32.4 

% GDP 1.4 -3.9 -5.0 -2.5 -1.6 

 
     

Public debt 650.8 607.3 77.1 798.9 871.4 

% GDP 34.0 32.6 43.0 41.6 43.0 

Domestic 151.5 87.4 171.0 138.9 138.9 

% GDP 7.9 4.7 9.5 7.2 6.8 

Foreign 499.3 519.9 600.1 660.0 732.5 

% GDP 26.1 27.9 33.5 34.3 36.1 

 
     

Monetary      

 
     

Private credit extension (annualized growth %)** 1.3 -1.6 -1.7 -1.1  

  Consumer loans 7.0 0.1 4.9 -0.2  

  Mortgages 0.9 -1.7 -1.7 -0.1  

  Business loans 1.4 -3.1 -3.7 -3.3  

  Other -51.4 37.7 -65.6 -35.1  

* Projection CBCS  
** 2016 compares December vis-à-vis July and 2019 is annualized per September.  
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Table 4. Economic key figures monetary union 
(in millions NAf.) 
 

 2016 2017 2018 2019* 2020* 

Balance of payments      

 
     

Current account -1,080.9 -1,120.3 -1,470.9 -1,555.6 -1,509.8 

Capital account 1.4 0.7 37.1 28.3 128.3 

External financing 1,183.8 1,004.1 997.3 1,212.0 1,167.1 

  Direct investments 241.0 628.2 -186.4 150.0 229.0 

  Loans and credits 569.6 52.8 843.6 857.1 858.9 

  Portfolio investments 373.2 323.1 340.1 204.9 79.2 

Change in reserves1) 187.5 -17.6 -274.4 -259.5 -73.0 

Statistical discrepancies 83.2 97.9 162.2 55.8 141.4 

 

     

      

Import coverage (average, in months) 
 

5.1 5.0 4.1 4.1 3.2 

 
     

Monetary      

 
     

Private credit extension** (annualized growth, %) 
 

-0.5 1.4 1.4 3.0  
* Projection CBCS  
** 2016 compares December vis-à-vis July and 2019 is annualized per September. 
1) A positive sign means an increase; excluding gold. 
 

 


